












DTP-03B

Three Pods joined together in 
an in-line formation, great for
enabling a coach to watch all
athletes at the same time.
The Pods are joined together 
with the addition of connecting
bars to create extra pull up
stations or suspension trainer
mounting points.

Four Pods create a multi-function
training station for up to 10 athletes. 
Featuring 4 lifting stations and
multiple pull-up or suspension
anchor points.

DTP-04
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FUNCTIONAL
BOXES
Simple but effective, the Functional Box is a clever evolution of the
Kit Box, adding a variety of training stations in a unique and effective
way. With roller shutter doors and fold-out racks the Functional Box
is ready for use in a matter of minutes and includes a wide range of
attachments, such as grapplers, punchbags and rope hoops.

Inside the container the back wall is fitted with storage bays and
loaded with equipment - creating numerous functional training
possibilities. We also offer a flooring zone that can be attached to
the front of the Box - incorporating a cushioned turf training surface
- that creates a safe and effective training environment.
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Container Levelling - It's important that your container
based training system, whether a simple Kit Box or full scale
Athlete Training Facility, is placed on a level surface.
An uneven surface can cause shipping containers to twist,
which over time can cause problems. Our container levelling
jacks are rated to 10 tonnes and quickly connect into the
bottom twist locks. They can be easily adjusted using just a
spanner and provide safe and sturdy lifting and levelling up to
300mm above ground.







TACTICAL
BOX

The ideal team training solution, the RAZE Tactical
Box provides the base for functional, movement
based training for sporting and military personnel.
Developed using ISO containers, the Tactical Box
can be safely shipped to any destination in the
world. All the training equipment, including the
rig and climbing station is stored inside, and can
be built up and ready for action in as little as
45 minutes. All training framework is galvanised
for all weather protection.

TACTICAL
BOXES

SELF-CONTAINED
EVERYTHING COMES
PACKED IN CONTAINER.

100 PIECES
OF SMALL
EQUIPMENT.

TRAIN UP TO
30 PEOPLE AT
A TIME.

FULLY BUILT AND
READY TO USE
IN 45 MINUTES.

30

45
mins

100
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CHELSEA VILLAGE, MOGADISHU

The Chelsea Village is a secure accommodation camp in the Mogadishu International Airport zone. 
Guests include members of government, the UN, and the military. The aim of the ATF at Chelsea 
Village was to provide health and wellbeing facilities for the guests. Their ATF was custom 
branded (GymCap), and comprised of two 20’ containers with a 10m canopy between them.  All 
the equipment for creating the Facility was packed inside the containers and shipped to Moga-
dishu via sea-freight. Once on-site, the containers were un-packed and the Facility assembled 
within 48 hours. The Facility utilizes the internal and external lighting option and air conditioning 
inside the cardio container. ‘The response has been
phenomenal,’ said Daniel Stewart, COO of Enigma Alliance, who cut the ribbon to officially open 
the facility. ‘Guests were amazed that we had managed to bring in a gym of such calibre into 
Mogadishu, and set it up ourselves.’

ATHLETE TRAINING
FACILITIES IN ACTION

ARK ACADEMY, LONDON

Ark Globe Academy is a mixed all-through school located in Southwark, London. It is part of 
the Ark school network, operated by the charitable organisation Ark. They were looking for 
a way to extend their P.E. facilities without disrupting their current setup, and were looking 
to enhance their P.E. lessons, introduce additional types of training to support their elite 
athletes, and have a facility that the staff could use outside school hours. A RAZE Athlete 
Training Facility provided the ideal solution, and was situated in an underused part of the 
school yard. Their ATF has the Uptivo heart rate monitoring system add on, with external 
container mounted TV screen so users can see their heart rate stats as they are training 
outside. The facility was opened by the Director of London Marathon, Mr Hugh Brasher.






